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Abstract
Covariant quantization of theories based on nonlinear extensions of Lie algebras in
2d is studied by using a generalized Lagrangian BRST formalism. The quantum action is
constructed to be invariant under the o{shell nilpotent BRST transformations by using a
set of independent antields as auxiliary, nonpropagating variables in the quantum theory.
The general results are applied to the quantization of nonlinear gauge theory based on
quadratic Poincare algebra, which is closely related to 2d gravity with dynamical torsion.
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1. Introduction
General relativity is a succsessful theory of macroscopic gravitational phenomena, but
all attempts to quantize the theory encounter serious diculties. It seems natural to try to
understand the structure of gravity on the basis of the concept of gauge symmetry, which
has been very successful in describing other fundamental interactions in nature. The usual
gauge theory is based on a symmetry group with local properties determined by a Lie
algebra. Ikeda and Izawa [1,2] considered an interesting approach to the construction
of gauge theories in two dimensions, based on a nonlinear extension of the Lie algebra
structure. It turns out that the resulting nonlinear gauge theory is closely related to two-
{dimensional gravity. In case when the nonlinear algebra is a quadratic extension of the
Poincare algebra, they obtained a gauge theory which is, in a certain region, equivalent
to two{dimensional gravity with dynamical torsion [1,3], or to dilaton gravity [2,3]. In a
similar way, the quadratic W
3
algebra is shown to lead to the W
3
theory of gravity [4,5].
One expects that investigations of two{dimensional theories of gravity may provide
a better understanding of quantum properties of higher dimensional gravity, as well as a
deeper understanding of string theory. For this reason nonlinear gauge theories may be of
importance in considerations related to quantum gravity.
In this paper we shall study the BRST quantization of theories based on nonlinear
extensions of Lie algebras in 2d. Ikeda and Izawa described the construction of the action
for nonlinear gauge theory, whose classical gauge symmetries are characterized by a gauge
algebra which is closed only on shell [1-3]. The gauge theories of this type can be covariantly
quantized by using the general Lagrangian method developed by Batalin and Vilkovisky
(BV) [6]. The method is based on a generalization of the BRST approach, but the eective
BRST transformations obtained in the process of gauge xing are nilpotent only on shell.
The BRST analysis of gauge theories based on the nonlinear Poincare algebra and the W
3
algebra have been done in references [1] and [5], respectively. In both cases the gauge{xed
theory is characterized by an on{shell nilpotent BRST symmetry. On the other hand, the
generalization of the BV method, which yields an o shell nilpotent BRST symmetry of the
gauge{xed action, has been proposed in Ref. [7]. It has been successfully used to quantize
Witten's interacting bosonic string eld theory, the superparticle in d = 10 and d = 9, the
heterotic superstring and the simple supergravity [8]. In this approach, the gauge{xed
theory is realized on a set of elds containing a convenient set of antields. The elimination
of the antields leads to the BV form of the theory, showing clearly that the essential role
of the antields is to ensure the o{shell nilpotency of the BRST transformations in the
gauge{xed action.
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We shall begin our exposition in sect. 2 by considering the form of the classical gauge
structure of the general nonlinear gauge theory [1-3]. The basic features of the Lagrangian
gauge algebra are characterized by a set of structure functions, determined by the Poisson
bracket algebra and the Jacobi identities of the gauge generators. In sect. 3 we nd the form
of the BRST generator as the solution of the master equation, by making use of the classical
structure functions. Then, we nd a BRST invariant extension of the classical action and
dene the quantum theory by an appropriate gauge{xing procedure. The quantum action
is constructed to be invariant under the o{shell nilpotent BRST transformations, which
is achieved by introducing a set of antields as auxiliary, nonpropagating variables in
the quantum theory. The relation to the BV approach is claried by observing that the
elimination of the antields yields an eective theory which coincides with the BV form.
In sect. 4 we apply the general results of the previous section to quantize the gauge
theory based on the quadratic extension of the Poincare algebra. Section 5 is devoted to
conclusions.
2. Classical theory and gauge symmetry
Let us consider a nonlinear extension of a Lie algebra with a basis T
a
, the bracket







(T ) ; (1a)
where W
ab
(T ) =  W
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and the coecients of k, f , V , and so on, are the structure constants of the algebra. One
also assumes that the bracket product is a derivation, eg. [A;BC] = [A;B]C+B[A;C]. The
zeroth order term k
ab




usual structure constant of the corresponding Lie algebra, and all other terms characterize
nonlinear structure of the algebra. The antisymmetry of W
ab
(T ) implies the following





















The algebra (1) is clearly not a Lie algebra, but is often referred to as \nonlinear Lie
algebra".







+ (abc) = 0 ; (1b)
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where (abc) denotes cyclic permutation of a, b and c. This is a generalization of the Jacobi







+ (abc) = 0.
The problem of constructing a gauge theory based on the nonlinear extension of a Lie




and an additional set of scalar elds 
a



































































































































is the covariant derivative of 
b
. If the
above gauge transformations are to represent some Lagrangian symmetry, they should be




= 0 should be an equation of motion.
The algebra (3) of the gauge transformations is based on the nonlinear algebra (1)
in the sense that the functions W
ab




































. Since the curvature does not transforms
homogeneously, there is no standard prescription for constructing an action invariant under

















































































and, as a consequence, the gauge algebra (3) is closed on shell.





























= 0, where F
i
are












The structure of a classical theory with local symmetries is greatly claried by the
properties of its gauge algebra. Although the most natural framework for studying classical
gauge algebra is the hamiltonian approach, the related informations can also be obtained
within the Lagrangian formalism. Since the change of a functional I['] under the gauge









I['], we can introduce the Lagrangian
generators of 





























































































We see that the coecients

f and E of the gauge algebra (8a) are not constants but depend
on the elds 
a
.
The commutators (8) satisfy certain consistency requirements following from the re-
lated Jacobi identities. These requirements in general lead to a natural introduction of new
structure functions [8]. However, explicit calculation shows that these structure functions
vanish in this case.
Thus, the set of structure functions (T;

f ;E) represents a complet description of the
classical gauge structure of the theory (4), based on the nonlinear algebra (1).
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3. Generalized BRST quantization
We shall now use a generalized BRST method [7,8] to quantize the theory (4), whose
gauge symmetry is determined by Eqs.(2) and (8b). It represents a generalization of the
BV quantization procedure [6], and provides an o-shell nilpotent BRST symmetry of the
gauge-xed action.
BRST transformations. The rst step in this approach is the construction of






























Following Batalin and Vilkovisky [6] we dene the BRST transformation s as
sX = (S;X) ; (9)




























) is the solution of the master equation (S;S) = 0.





















. The o-shell nilpotency of the BRST transformations follows from (S;S) = 0.
Following the ideas of the Hamiltonian BRST formalism, we shall try to nd the
BRST generator by adding to S
0





so that gh(S) = 0, while the coecients of the various terms
are determined by the master equation. Limiting our discussion to dynamical systems
characterized by the structure functions (T;
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This compact form of S shows very clearly the connection of the BRST structure to the
classical gauge algebra.





















































































. By using the above result for the BRST generator one



































































Quantum theory. The classical action (4) is not BRST invariant, as the gauge
algebra is open. Our next step in the quantization procedure will be to nd a BRST-
{invariant extension of I
0
. The BRST invariant action is not unique: the BV choice is
I
BRST








which is more convenient at the level of gauge-xed theory, as we shall see.
It is important to note that the action (13) is degenerate. A complete understanding
of this degeneracy is of central importance for the construction of the quantum, gauge-xed
theory. Since in our approach the antields  will not be eliminated from the quantum
action as in the BV formalism, we rst note that S
2
is degenerate with respect to {
variables. In fact, we see from Eq.(11) that S
2











) can be removed by xing these components to
zero.
The transition to the restricted set (A

a
) of antields resolves the problem of {






) carries the representation of the o-shell nilpotent BRST transfor-
mations. This consistency follows from Eqs. (12a) and (12b): the restricted set of variables
is seen to be closed under the o-shell nilpotent BRST transformations from the very be-








After removing the {degeneracy, there remains the usual degeneracy related to the






  s	 ; (14a)
where 	 is the so-called gauge fermion, gh(	) =  1; "(	) = 1 [6], which satises certain
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Here, the measure is dened only over the independent variables, and Z
	
is nondegenerate
by construction. Note that the quantum action I
q
is invariant under the o-shell nilpo-
tent BRST transformations (this implies 	{independence of Z
	
and, consequently, gauge
invariance of the S{matrix). The condition I
q
( = 0) = I
0
ensures the correct classical
limit of the theory.

















are gauge conditions dened on the classical elds '
i
, and M is a
eld{independent matrix. The structure of M is determined by the regularity conditions
imposed on 	.
Comparisson to the BV formalism. It is instructive to compare our approach
to the BV method [6]. The basic dierence lies in the treatment of antields.




























We shall show that the integration over the antields A

a
in Eq.(15) yields an eective













































































































eliminates the term , and the






The BRST transformations obtained in the BV formalism after xing the gauge are








































































6= 0). BRST transformations of other variables are nilpotent o shell.
The essential role of the antields A

b
in the quantum action (14) is to ensures the
o{shell nilpotency of the BRST transformations in the gauge{xed theory.
4. Gauge theory based on quadratically extended Poincare algebra
Attempts to formulate the theory of gravity as a gauge theory led to considering
the Poincare gauge theory as a candidate for a consistent theory of gravity. We shall
consider here, as an application of the previous general formalism, the quantization of
two{dimensional gauge theory based on quadratically extended Poincare algebra.




and the connection A
ab

, associated with the translation and Lorenz subgroup
of the Poincare group, respectively. Here, a; b; ::: = 0; 1 are the local Lorenz indeces, while
; ; ::: = 0; 1 are the coordinate indeces. The structure of the Poincare group is also








. The most general action of the Poincare gauge theory in 2d, which is at






























where b = det(b
a
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is the covariant derivative of the diad eld. The action




































































Nonlinear extension. It has been shown [1,3] that the theory (16) in the region
b 6= 0 is equivalent to a gauge theory based on the following quadratic extension of the
Poincare algebra:


































































This expression represents the rst{order formulation of the action (16), with (';'
a
)
playing the role of auxiliary elds. It is equivalent to (16) in the region b 6= 0, in the sense
that (18) reduces to (16) when the auxiliary elds are eliminated. In the weak coupling
limit, ; ;  ! 0, the theory (18) becomes the topological ISO(1; 1) gauge theory [11].
The clarication of the dynamical content of the theory (16) [10] helps us to understand
this relationship more clearly.








































































































































































, one easily nds that
these transformations reduce, up to the equations of motion, to the standard local Poincare
transformations.
Now, we introduce the gauge generators ( ; 
a









. The algebra of the generators is closed only on shell:







































Equations (20) and (21) determine the structure functions (T;

f ;E) of the classical gauge
algebra.
Quantization. Let us now apply the general method developed in the previous
section to study the quantization of the theory (18). The structure of classical elds,
ghosts and antields is given in Table 3.






























































































































































































































































and similarly for other antields. It should be observed that the set of all elds together





) also carries the representation of the BRST





























to dene the representation of the o-shell nilpotent BRST transformations, so that the
whole procedure is completly consistent.
The quantum action is now determined by the expression (14a). The nal form of
the quantum theory depends on the choice of gauge. The authors of Ref. [1] considered




































), while the BRST transformations
of antighosts and multipliers are of the standard forms. The above gauge choices, in
conjunction with the equations of motion, imply that the diad eld is degenerate, i.e.
b = 0. This is acceptable if we interpret the action (18) as describing a Yang{Mills
theory. However, the correct quantization of the gravitational theory (16) requires a gauge








was used in [9] for
classical calculations, but its nonlinearity makes it not so convenient in quantum theory


















= 0) were used in Ref. [12] in considerations related to the question





After choosing the gauge conditions, the quantum, nonlinear Poincare gauge theory
























The structure of antighosts c and multipliers B depends on the choice of gauge.
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5. Concluding remarks
In this paper we have studied the covariant quantization of 2d gauge theories based
on nonlinear extension of Lie algebras, in the generalized Lagrangian formalism. We rst
constructed the BRST invariant action I
BRST
by using the information on the classical
gauge structure of the theory. The BRST symmetry of the gauge{xed, quantum theory











restricted set of antields A

a
as auxiliary variables with nonvanishing ghost number. The
relation of our approach to the BV one is claried.
The general results are then applied to study the covariant quantization of a specic
nonlinear gauge theory in 2d, based on the quadratic extension of the Poincare algebra.
This theory is of particular interest for investigations of the quantum structure of gravity, as
it represents an interesting connection between several possible formulations of 2d gravity.
The W
3
gravity and the dilaton gravity can be treated in a similar way.
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